
IPF: 
Epidemiologia e stato dell’arte



Exposure-related:
- occupational
- environmental
- medication

Respiratory bronchiolitis
interstitial lung disease

Desquamative interstitial
pneumonia

Acute interstitial
pneumonia

Non-specific interstitial
pneumonia

Cryptogenic
organising pneumonia

Lymphocytic
interstitial pneumonia

Idiopathic
interstitial
pneumonias

Connective tissue
Disease:

- Scleroderma
- Rheum. Arthritis
- Sjogren
- UCTD

Other:
- Sarcoidosis
- Vasculitis/DAH
- LCH
- LAM
- PAP
- Eosinophilic
pneumonia

-Neurofibromatosis
- Chronic aspiration
- Inflammatory 
bowel disease

Diffuse parenchimal lung diseases

Idiopathic
pulmonary
fibrosis

Clinical Classification



The rising incidence of idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis in UK 

Navaratnam V et al. Thorax 2011;66:462 

 15000 people in the 
UK have a 
diagnosis of IPF-CS

 each year, 5000 
new cases of IPF

 each year, 5000 
people with IPF-CS 
will die

Expected numbers of deaths

Mortality trends in England and Wales

ICD-10 (2000)

ICD-9 (1979)

“This means that in the UK, more people
will die each year from IPF-CS than from
ovarian cancer, lymphoma, leukaemia, 

mesothelioma or kidney cancer”



Case definition
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Prevalence and incidence rate (x100,000 person-years) 
according to the three case definitions, during the period 
2005-2010 in Lombardy
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				Prevalence		Incidence

		Generic		35.51		5.25

		Broad		22.39		3.74

		Narrow		12.55		2.33

				Per ridimensionare l'intervallo di dati del grafico, trascinare l'angolo inferiore destro dell'intervallo.







Estimates of the mean annual standardized incidence 
rate (x100,000 person-years) according to the three 

case definitions, during the period 2005-2010
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Estimates of the mean annual standardized prevalence 
rate (x100,000 person-years) according to the three 

case definitions, during the period 2005-2010
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				GCD		BCD		NCD
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		65-69		84.79		53.94		32.21

		70-74		106.36		68.83		39.47

		75-79		133.37		84.43		46.4
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Increase of prevalence

Male

In Italy:
-GCD: 22300 people with IPF
-BCD: 14900
-NCG: 8400
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• IPF is a specific form of progressive
fibrosing interstitial pneumonia

• Unknown cause
• Occurring in older adults
• Limited to the lungs
• Associated with a histological and/or 

radiological  pattern of usual interstitial 
pneumonia (UIP)

New definition of IPF

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Current Definition of IPFA joint statement of the American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society defines IPF as a specific form of chronic fibrosing interstitial pneumonia limited to the lung and associated with a histologic appearance of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP). The etiology of IPF is unknown.American Thoracic Society. American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society International Multidisciplinary Consensus Classification of the Idiopathic Interstitial Pneumonias. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2002;165:277-304.American Thoracic Society. Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: diagnosis and treatment. International Consensus Statement. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2000;161:646-664.



• Begin evaluation for lung transplant earlier
• Allows for earlier referral and enrollment in 

clinical trials (which are generally limited to 
patients with mild to moderate disease)

• Emerging evidence regarding response to 
therapy

• Exclude other more treatable diseases 

Importance of early diagnosis of IPF

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Importance of Early Diagnosis of IPFEarly diagnosis and therapeutic intervention may improve outcomes in patients with IPF. Early diagnosis allows for earlier referral and enrollment in clinical trials that are generally limited to patients with mild to moderate disease, as well as earlier evaluation for lung transplantation eligibility. Additionally, early and accurate diagnosis of IPF allows exclusion of other diseases for which more effective treatments may be available. Furthermore, accurate diagnosis of IPF improves the ability of physicians to explain symptoms and provide more precise prognostic information to patients. Finally, recent evidence that even patients with relatively mildly impaired lung function can experience acute fatal events underscores the need for early and accurate diagnosis of IPF. 



Delayed access and survival in Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis
A Cohort study

Lamas DJ et al. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 184: 842

Our results suggest that the recognition (or  
suspicion) of IPF should prompt early referral to a 
specialty center

The symptoms of early IPF are often subtle, and an 
accurate diagnosis of even established IPF may 
not be feasible for community based physicians

Early access would be facilitated by improved 
methods of early detection 

At present, ILD screening efforts are limited to 
those with known risk factors for ILD or those 

with a history of familial IPF. Innovative studies 
of circulating biomarkers and quantitative 

imaging methods may hold the key to more 
accurately identifying early disease



Don’t stop with 
“pulmonary fibrosis”

Reason for a specific diagnosis:

 many forms are treatable
 treatments depend on diagnosis
 prognosis varies
 clinical trial eligibility requirements



In idiopathic interstitial pneumonia, 
diagnosis is prognosis



Clinical
• History
• Physical
• Laboratory
• PFTs

Primary care
physicians Pulmonologists Radiologists Pathologists

Multidimensional and multidisciplinary

Radiology

• Chest X-ray
• HRCT

Pathology

• Surgical lung biopsy

Approach to the diagnosis of IPF

The gold-standard of IIP diagnosis

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Approach to the Diagnosis of IPFThe current recommended approach to diagnosing IPF is multidimensional and multidisciplinary, comprising clinical, radiologic, and pathologic assessments and relying on the expertise of pulmonologists, pathologists, radiologists, and primary care physicians.Clinical evaluation begins with a thorough and extensive medical history including signs and symptoms, family history, and medication use. Dyspnea is the most prominent presenting symptom of IPF. Physical exam may reveal “velcro-like” crackles, most prominent at the lung bases, in more than 80% of patients. As the disease progresses, rales, clubbing (in 25% to 50% of patients), or cyanosis may develop. A routine laboratory evaluation is often helpful to rule out other causes of diffuse parenchymal lung disease. Pulmonary function tests typically reveal a restrictive pattern (reduced vital capacity and total lung capacity) and impaired gas exchange (reduced DLCO). Resting arterial blood gases may be normal; however, exercise typically results in an O2 desaturation.Chest x-rays may reveal bilateral reticular opacities with a basal predominance. Importantly, however, a normal chest x-ray does not exclude a diagnosis of IPF.Usual interstitial pneumonia is the histopathological pattern associated with the clinical entity of IPF, and can best be identified through surgical lung biopsy (thoracotomy or VATS).
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Diagnosis is multidisciplinary

Modified from: Flaherty et al. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2004; 170:904



Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824

“The diagnosis of IPF requires:
a) exclusion of other known causes of interstitial lung disease
a) the presence of a UIP pattern on HRCT in patients not 

subjected to surgical lung biopsy
a) specific combinations of HRCT and surgical lung biopsy 

pattern in patients subjected to surgical lung biopsy”



Basal and peripheral reticulationReduced lung volume

Chest radiograph in IPF

A normal chest x-ray does not exclude IPF

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Chest RadiographThese chest radiographs show peripheral reticular opacities that predominate at the lung bases, but also involve the mid-lung zones. Lung volume is reduced.



IPF is a relatively recent disease linked to the 
tobacco epidemics
IPF is a disease of ageing
Earlier diagnosis of IPF could be obtained by
recognizing the value of velcro crackles

and
by promoting the screening for IPF as a by-product
of low-dose CT screening for lung cancer

Neglected evidence in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: 
from history to earlier diagnosis

Cordier JF, Cottin V Eur Respir J 2013; 



IPF is a relatively recent disease linked to the tobacco
epidemics

→IPF is strongly linked to tobacco smoking

→it has not yet been explicitly included in the list of
tobacco-associated lung diseases

→the increase in the prevalence of IPF paralleled 
with some delay that of lung cancer and COPD

Among first-degree relatives of individuals with 
familial interstitial pneumonia, older age, male 
sex, and having ever smoked cigarettes are 

associated with the development of pulmonary 
fibrosis, suggesting that the development of ILD 

may result from an interaction between age, 
smoking and genetic factors.

The syndrome of combined pulmonary fibrosis 
and emphysema strikingly recapitulates the 

three major respiratory consequences of 
cigarette smoking, namely pulmonary fibrosis, 

emphysema, and lung cancer.

Neglected evidence in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: 
from history to earlier diagnosis

Cordier JF, Cottin V Eur Respir J 2013; 



IPF is a disease of ageing
→The median age of patients with IPF is     

comprised between 65 and 70 years in all series
based on current criteria, with a range of 55-80 
years

→older age (greater than 70) is the most powerful 
clinical predictor of the probability of IPF in a 
patient with idiopathic ILD

In an apparent paradox, familial interstitial 
pneumonia predominantly occurs at a younger 

age as compared to non-familial IPF. 
Some clues as to why this may happen has 

arisen from the recent description of germline 
mutations in the genes hTERT and hTR
associated to the telomerase complex

Neglected evidence in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: 
from history to earlier diagnosis

Cordier JF, Cottin V Eur Respir J 2013; in press



We consider that presently only two 
approaches could realistically allow an earlier 
diagnosis of IPF: 
(i) the assessment of “Velcro”crackles by lung 

auscultation
(ii) and screening using low-dose chest CT

Crackles are almost constant in patients with 
IPF. Although found in other ILDs and not

specific for IPF, velcro crackles must prompt a 
thorough diagnostic process, including HRCT

Neglected evidence in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: 
from history to earlier diagnosis

Cordier JF, Cottin V Eur Respir J 2013; 





Typical exam is non-specific

Dry bi-basilar crackles most common finding

Inspiratory high-pitched squeaks can be
seen with bronchiolitis

Skin, joint, or muscle findings should
prompt evaluation for an underlying

rheumatologic disorder



Reticular opacities Traction
bronchiectasis

Honeycombing

Basal and subpleural predominance

Classic IPF HRCT

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Classic IPF HRCTHRCT near the lung bases shows subpleural reticulation with traction bronchiectasis. Subpleural honeycombing is also present. Honeycombing can be confidently diagnosed if air-filled cysts are visible in a subpleural location. 



features of fibrosis, 
Intra-lobular and inter-
lobular septal thickening, 
walled cysts representing 
honeycombing,  
may be associated traction 
bronchiectasis

HRCT



ATS/ERS. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2000;161:646-664.

Prone scans are best for showing subtle abnormalities

IPF Findings

Irregular reticular opacities

Subpleural, posterior, lower-lobe  
predominance

Traction bronchiectasis

Honeycombing

Minimal ground-glass opacities

Mild lymph node enlargement

Consider Alternate Diagnosis

Pleural effusion

Pleural thickening

Moderate ground-glass
opacities

Nodules

Scattered cysts

UIP pattern (all four):
Sub-pleural, basal
predominance
Reticular abnormality
Honeycombing with or without
traction bronchiectasis
Absence of features listen as 
inconsistent with UIP

Possible UIP pattern (all 
three):
Subpleural, basal predominance

Reticular abnormality

Absence of features listen as 
inconsistent with UIP

HRCT diagnosis of IPF

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824

Relatore
Note di presentazione
HRCT Diagnosis of IPFThe typical IPF pattern observed on HRCT includes irregular reticular abnormalities with a subpleural, posterior, lower-lobe predominance. Traction bronchiectasis and subpleural honeycombing are associated with advanced disease. The amount of ground-glass opacities is limited and usually seen only in areas of reticulation. Mild lymph node enlargement may also be seen. Since radiologic evidence of pleural disease is not usually found in IPF, an alternate diagnosis should be considered if pleural effusion and/or pleural thickening are observed. The presence of moderate ground-glass opacities, nodules, and cysts (other than honeycomb cysts) also warrants consideration of an alternate diagnosis. Prone scans are often best for showing subtle abnormalities.



Use of prone Imaging



Early:
Reticular

Midcourse:
Subpleural
honeycombing

Late:
Diffuse honeycombing

UIP: progression of fibrosis on CT



Sub-acute AAE

Sarcoidosis Chronic EAA

NSIP

Fibrotic OP

?

DIP

Inconsistent with UIP pattern (any of the seven):
Upper or mid-lung predominance

Peribronchovascular predominance

Extensive groud glass abnormality (extent > reticular 
abnormality)
Profuse micronodules (bilateral, predominantly upper lobes)
Discrete cysts (multiple, bilateral, away from areas of 
honeycombing)
Diffuse mosaic attenuation/air-trapping (bilateral, in three 
or more lobes)
Consolidation in bronchopulmonary segment(s)/lobe(s)

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824



Typical HRCT features of IPF in 
association with a compatible clinical profile
obviate surgical biopsy

BUT

Atypical features on HRCT for IPF do NOT 
exclude the diagnosis

High-Resolution Computed Tomography 
and the Many Faces of Idiopathic Pulmonary 

Fibrosis

Key conclusion



Exploration of biopsy-proven IPF (n=55)

As expected, a high prevalence of atypical 
HRCT findings (n=34, 62%), as judged by 
three observers

Alternative HRCT diagnoses analysed

Sverzellati N et al. Radiology 2010; 254:957-64

The spectrum of atypical HRCT 
appearances in IPF



Alternative first choice diagnoses were 
NSIP (53%), chronic HP (12%), sarcoidosis 
(9%), “unclassifiable” (23%)

Cases with atypical appearances had the 
same IPF-like outcome as those with 
typical HRCT appearances

Sverzellati N et al. Radiology 2010; 254:957-64

Atypical HRCT appearances in IPF



Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824



Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824



HRCT Pattern Surgical Lung Biopsy Pattern
(when performed) Diagnosis of IPF?

UIP

UIP
Probable UIP
Possible UIP

Non-classifiable fibrosis

YES

Not UIP No

Possible UIP

UIP
Probable UIP YES

Possible UIP
Non-classifiable fibrosis

Probable

Not UIP No

Inconsistent with UIP

UIP Possible

Probable UIP
Possible UIP

Non-classifiable fibrosis
Not UIP

No

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824



• Morbidity increases with age

• Co-morbidity a major constraint

• In many patients, disease severity does 
not allow biopsy 

• In severe disease, a biopsy sometimes 
less useful  

Risks of biopsy



Latsi PI et al. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2003; 168: 531

39.4%

6.6%

“Early” 
mortality
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  = UIP   (n= 61)
  = NSIP (n= 43)                                                                                                               

• Risk increases as gas transfer falls below 30-35%

• Prognostic value diminishes as gas transfer falls below 30-
35%

Early mortality was associated solely with the severity of lung function
impairment at presentation, but mortality after 2 years of follow-up was

primarily linked to the histopathologic diagnosis



Ohshimo S, et al. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2009;179(11):1043-1047

• 8% of IPF diagnoses were wrong 
– 4% NSIP 
– 4% EAA, all with environmental exposures

• Absence of lymphocytosis (< 30%) 
supports IPF diagnosis

• Incomplete histologic confirmation
• Role of BAL in diagnosis still unclear

Usefulness of BAL in diagnosis of IPF:
Conclusions

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824

The most important application of BAL is in the exclusion of
chonic HP; prominent lymphocitosis (>40%) should suggest
the diagnosis

Recommendation: BAL cellular analysis should not be 
performed in the diagnostic evaluation of IPF in the majority
of patients, but may be appropriate in a minority (weak
recommendation, low-quality evidence)

Should BAL cellular analysis be performed in the 
diagnostic evaluation of suspected IPF? 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Usefulness of BAL in Diagnosis of IPF: ConclusionsBAL results in this study led to a change in diagnosis in 6 of the 74 patients (8%).Several caveats have a bearing on the interpretation of this work. The patients with NSIP may also have had IPF, so the diagnosis may have been incomplete, rather than incorrect It is not clear why the environmental exposures of the patients with EAA were not identified during the initial workup Since surgical lung biopsies were not systematically performed on the patients without lymphocytosis, it is unknown how many do not have UIP consistent with the IPF diagnosis Though the authors conclude that BAL is a useful diagnostic test in patients with aconfident HRCT diagnosis and consistent clinical features in the absence of a surgical biopsy, the true utility is yet to be demonstrated. 



In cases requiring histopathology, the specifity and
positive predictive value of UIP pattern identified

by TBB has not been rigorously studied. While TBB
specimens may show all the histologic features of 

UIP,  the sensitivity and specificity of this
approach for the diagnosis for UIP pattern is

unknown.
Recommendation: TBB should not be used in the 

evaluation of IPF in the majority of patients, but 
may be appropriate in a minority (weak 
recommendation, low-quality evidence)

Should TBB  be used in the evaluation of
suspected IPF?

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Role of Bronchoscopy in the Diagnosis of IPFThe role of bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) in diagnosis of IPF has been evolving. BAL helps in the differential diagnosis of extrinsic allergic alveolitis (EAA), sarcoidosis, pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, and malignancy. In the 2000 ATS/ERS guidelines for diagnosis of IPF, transbronchial lung biopsy (TBB) or bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) showing no features to support an alternative diagnosis was a major criterion for the exclusion of other diseases in the absence of a surgical lung biopsy. In the 2002 ATS/ERS guidelines, a confident CT diagnosis of IPF with consistent clinical features was considered to be sufficient to make an accurate diagnosis of IPF without surgical biopsy. Ohshimo and colleagues did a retrospective study of patients with suspected IPF to evaluate the utility of BAL for the diagnosis of IPF. This study focused on 74 patients who met the 2000 ATS/ERS criteria for IPF in the absence of a surgical lung biopsy, except for the major criterion of BAL/TBB evidence. The goal of the study was to assess the contribution of BAL to the diagnosis and identify which patients with confident IPF diagnoses actually had different diseases. A 30% lymphocyte level was used as a cutoff for positivity, as was a 3% granulocyte level.American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society. International Multidisciplinary Consensus Classification of the Idiopathic Interstitial Pneumonias. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2002;165:277-304.American Thoracic Society. Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: diagnosis and treatment. International consensus statement. American Thoracic Society (ATS), and the European Respiratory Society (ERS). Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2000;161:646-664.Ohshimo S, Bonella F, Cui A, et al. Significance of bronchoalveolar lavage for the diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2009;179(11):1043-1047.



Usual interstitial pneumonia

scleroderma
RhA

DM/PM



Should serologic testing for connective tissues 
diseases be used in the evaluation of suspected IPF?
CTD can present with a UIP pattern
ILD has been described as the sole clinical manifestation of 
these conditions
ILD can precede the overt manifestation of a specific CTD

Recommendation: serologic testing for CTD should be 
performed in the evaluation of IPF in the majority of patients, 
but may be appropriate in a minority (weak recommendation, 
very low-quality evidence)

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824



Connective tissue 
diseases

Hypersensitivity panel
(if exposure history)

Hypersensitivity 
pneumonitis

ESR
ANA
CCP (for RA)
CK
Aldolase
Anti-myositis panel with Jo-1 antibody
ENA panel

– Scl-70
– Ro (SSA)
– La (SSB)
– Smith
– RNP

Serologic tests can help exclude other conditions

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Serologic Tests Can Help Exclude Other Conditions The routine laboratory evaluation of patients with suspected IPF is helpful to rule out other causes of clinical symptoms. These tests do not correlate with the extent or activity of pulmonary fibrosis and do not predict therapeutic responsiveness. The following serologic tests may suggest an alternative diagnosis:



 It is not uncommon for pulmonologist to find
patients with IP who are supposed to have a 
systemic autoimmune disease
Within current classification schemes, many of 

these patients are labeled as idiopathic by 
default
Despite the recognition that IP may be the 

forme fruste presentation of CTD, current
classification criteria do not allow a CTD 
designation for ILD alone

What’s the problem?



Why is important to discover 
an occult CTD?

 For disease prognosis
 For appropriate therapeutic

approach
 For a search of additional system 

involvement or underlying malignancy
 For specific complications

 Is lung biopsy indicated?



Diagnostic algorithm for IPF

IPF

UIP

Suspected IPF

UIP
Possible UIP / Probable UIP
Non classifiable fibrosis

IPF / Not IPF

Not UIP

Not UIP

MDD

Not IPF

YES
Identifiable cause for ILD?

(CTD, drugs, exposures, ...)

Possible UIP
Inconsistent with UIP

Surgical lung biopsy / 
criobiopsy

NO
Chest HRCT

Mod. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Dynamic interactions between clinicians, radiologists, and pathologists improve interobserver agreement and diagnostic confidence. This is particularly relevant in cases where the radiologic and histopathologic patterns are discordant. Wherever MDD is not feasible, it is recommended that patients be referred to experienced clinical experts in for consultation. 



Should a multi-disciplinary discussion be used in the 
evaluation of suspected IPF?

The diagnosis of IPF is, by definition,  multidisciplinary.
Proper communication between the various disciplines involved in the 
diagnosis of IPF (pulmonary, radiology, pathology) has been shown to 
improve inter-observer agreement among experienced clinical experts 
as to the ultimate diagnosis 

Recommendation: we recommend that a multi-disciplinary 
discussion should be used in the evaluation of IPF (strong 
recommendation, low-quality evidence)

Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2011; 183: 788-824

Timely referral to ILD experts is encouraged



The early recognition of IPF starts with a high 
level of clinical suspicion
The approach to the diagnosis of IPF requires 

a multi-disciplinary effort (pulmonologist, 
radiologist, and pathologist)
Differentiating IPF from other ILDs can direct 

the management and predict the prognosis of 
these patients

Conclusions

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Take Home MessagesThis slide summarizes some of the key points that will lead to an early and accurate diagnosis of IPF.  



 In some patients, lung involvement 
precedes other systemic manifestations, 
making the distinction between IIP and lung 
involvement of CTD impossible 

An association of IIP with CTD should be 
vigorously searched, not only at time of 
diagnosis but also during follow-up 

Conclusions



 It is important to look for additional 
minor/minimal abnormalities (clinical, 
radiological, histological) that may help in 
diagnosis of occult CTD or chronic HP

 IPF can be diagnosed on HRCT in the 
majority of cases but a crucial sub-group have 
very atypical HRCT appearances

Perform an accurate diagnosis of ILD and IPF 
is very difficult and complex!

Conclusions
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